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Trademarks 

Trax Print are registered trademarks of Trax Print Pty Ltd. All other trademarks or registered 

trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 

Disclaimer 

The information provided in this document is provided "as is" without warranty of any kind. Trax 

Print disclaims all warranties, either express or implied, including the warranties of 

merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. In no event shall Trax Print be liable for any 

damages whatsoever including direct, indirect, incidental, consequential, loss of business profits 

or special damages, even if Trax Print or its suppliers have been advised of the possibility of 

such damages. 

Document Lifetime 

Trax Print may occasionally update online documentation between releases of the related 

software. Consequently, if this document was not downloaded recently, it may not contain the 

most up-to-date information. Please refer to www.traxprint.com for the most current information. 

From the Web site, you may also download and refresh this document if it has been updated, as 

indicated by a change in this date: 21st March 2019 

Where to get help  

Trax Print support, product, and licensing information can be obtained as follows.  

Product information — For documentation, release notes, software updates, or for information 

about Trax Print products, licensing, and service, go to the Trax Print website at:  

 http://www.traxprint.com  

Technical support — For technical support, go to http://www.traxprint.com and select Support. 

On the Support page, you will see several options, including one for making a service request. 

Note that to open a service request, you must have a valid support agreement. 

Your comments  

Your suggestions will help us continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality 

of the user publications. Please send your opinion of this document to:  

 Documentation@traxprint.com  

If you have issues, comments, or questions about specific information or procedures, please 

include the title and, if available, the part number, the revision, the page numbers, and any other 

details that will help us locate the subject that you are addressing. 
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Executive Summary 

Trax Print is a solution designed to combat the rising number of document fraud and 

identity crime across the globe using a patented solution that individually registers a 

document or piece of identification using a highly encrypted QR code we call a Trax Code. 

When this Trax Code is scanned with the closed loop Trax Print app from any mobile 

device, the meta data of that document or ID is displayed on the mobile app and sent to the 

person scanning with a watermarked copy of the original to compare to. The watermarked 

original and meta data comes directly from the servers of the document or ID creator via 

API transmission. The servers can be based on the cloud or be stored in a blockchain 

platform. 

This gives the scanning party real time validation that the information they have is 

authentic. The owner of the ID or document will also receive notification that the 

validation scan has taken place, so if they have not provided their documents or ID to 

anyone, they can advise the relevant authorities. The owner of the ID or document can also 

suspend or cancel the Trax Code if numerous unauthorized scans take place. 

Trax Print is an inexpensive solution and pricing is based on the number of documents or 

pieces of identification being protected. To protect the Drivers Licence of an individual 

person by the department of roads would cost approximately 7 to 10 cents per year. 

All data relating to the Trax Print solution is stored on servers located in Australia, and 

document and identification originals are stored in the ID or document originators servers, 

securely protected behind their own firewalls. 
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Introduction 

Identity fraud currently affects more than 1 in 4 people and is moving closer to 1 in 3 

people according to recent data released by several countries. 

With this statistic on the increase year in and year out, there needs to be some definitive 

action to combat this number. Most Governments think the problem is too big to tackle. It 

is rarely seen in an election campaign considering it touches so much of the population. 

Governments that can solve this problem will change the entire socioeconomic makeup of 

the country.  

Only 14% of people that are hit with identity fraud ever fully recover financially and 

emotionally. That is 1.634 billion people that will never take risks or perhaps remain 

financially devastated through their identity being stolen. 

If those 1.634 billion people became empowered to take risks in business and life, the 

economic growth that would be experienced throughout the world would be 

unprecedented. 

Protecting printed and digital ID and documents has become harder with counterfeiter’s 

skill levels becoming more advanced, and the availability of software like photoshop so 

readily available for the general public being able to reproduce or modify documents with 

very little skill required. 

With the new patented Trax Print platform, each document and piece of identification can 

be protected and secured. Trax Print places a secure Trax Code (highly encrypted QR code) 

on the document or ID. The system is closed loop, and a Trax Print scanner from any 

mobile device simply scans the Trax Code and the person scanning receives the Meta Data 

of the document or ID and a verified copy to compare the original to. 
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Challenge 

Fraud can be perpetrated in numerous industries against a wide-ranging cross section of 

the community and business. 

Some examples of fraud: 

• Identity Fraud. 

• Document Fraud. 

• Insurance Fraud. 

• Cheque Fraud. 

• Prescription Fraud. 

• Wire Fraud / Invoice Fraud. 

• Degree Fraud. 

The level of fraud differs in each instance but will target both printed / physical document 

or ID formats and digital / electronic ID or document formats.  

The fraud does not only target consumers but can also affect the service providers and 

suppliers these fraudsters are impersonating. 

What is Identity Fraud 

There are several ways people are hit with Identity fraud. Thieves do this to either take out 

debt in another person’s name hoping they will never get caught or use the person’s 

identity to launder money through an illegally created bank account. The big problem is 

they are rarely caught. This is because when a person becomes aware that their identity has 

been stolen it is normally 6 to 12 months after it has happened when a debt collector is 

knocking at their door to collect the outstanding sum of stolen money. There can also be 

other ramifications of identity theft that can not only affect them financially, but socially 

and even criminally.  

The social and criminal aspect of identity fraud is where the criminal uses the victim’s 

name for social media pages and could be engaging in criminal acts tarnishing the victim’s 

name. 

A person then must prove that they did not incur the debt or commit the criminal acts they 

are accused of and fight in court to clear their name. This can take months or even years 

depending on the complexity of the crime. 

This is why only 14% of victims actually recover.  

People gather victim’s information through several means.  
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• Mail theft. 

• Email phishing 

• Social Media 

• Hacking of accounts from third party websites that store your information 

They use things like a Drivers Licence, Birth Certificate, Passport, Marriage Certificate, 

Citizenship Certificate. In fact, they use anything that has personal information on it to 

impersonate that person. 

What is Document Fraud 

Document fraud can take on many forms. Any document that is illegally created to look 

like it has come from another source, or any document that has been modified without the 

permission of the document creator is classified as document fraud. 

Some examples of the types of documents that are modified or forged: 

• Doctor Certificates. 

• Contracts. 

• Birth Certificates. 

• Pay Slips. 

• Tax Assessments. 

• Company share documents. 

• Reports. 

• School result transcripts. 

The document can be both electronic in the form of a PDF, and the details of that document 

changed using photoshop or PDF editor software, or a printed physical document be 

changed by adding information or forging a signature of another person. 

What is Insurance Fraud 

Insurance fraud is not only found on the claim side of the industry although this is the 

most common. Insurance companies also have a problem with certificates of currency 

being changed or created without a policy being issued. Insurers will extend the dates on 

their currency certificate to imply that they are covered, but in fact their policy has expired. 

Others will obtain another clients policy and change the name on this certificate and state 

they are covered.  

Another form of fraud is called ‘Ghost Brokering’ where insurance brokers will sell an 

unsuspecting customer a policy at a very competitive rate and supply a certificate under 
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the issuing insurance company, but never actually setting up a policy with that insurance 

company. They will pocket the entire premium and the customer is not actually covered. 

What is Cheque Fraud 

Cheques details are modified after being issued where for example a $1000 cheque can be 

changed to a $10,000 cheque by adding a 0 and changing the written one to a ten. This has 

been attempted as long as cheques have been in circulation. A cheque will be processed 

and paid to the payee and nothing will be known by the issuer until they look at their 

account. Once the fraud has been identified it can take some time for the issuer to get the 

funds back as they need to prove that what the cheque says is not what they have written. 

If a cheque book is stolen the thief can then write their own values and forge the signature 

of the account holder. 

What is Prescription Fraud 

This is where the details of the prescription have been changed after the medical 

practitioner has filled it in. They will change the medication type to something more 

potent, or something harder to obtain, the amount of dispensed quantity, the number of 

repeats issued, and the name the prescription is issued to. The market for illegal 

prescription drugs makes this type of fraud a very lucrative type of fraud for criminals. 

What is Wire Fraud / Invoice Fraud 

Invoices and bills that are produced by companies are intercepted and modified then sent 

to an unsuspecting consumer or client. The details of payment have been changed to 

another account that has been set up, and when the consumer or client pays their bill or 

invoice as they would normally do, the money does not arrive at the supplier or service 

provider. Both the consumer and the supplier will suffer, as the money has been diverted 

from the suppliers account, and they will still be expecting payment from the consumer so 

they will normally cancel their services or supply until something is sorted out with 

payment. Again, documents can easily be modified, and email addresses easily imitated to 

make the bill look legitimate. 

What is Degree Fraud 

Where people will produce a fake degree from a school they have not attended, to pretend 

they have the appropriate qualifications to apply for a job. The New York Post has 

investigated this and have found that more than 50,000 PHD documents are fraudulently 

produced each year, which is higher than the actual number issued. 

Several doctors and nurses have been found out to have no medical qualifications at all 

while practicing medicine, placing lives at risk. 
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Solution  

The Trax Print platform works on a simple principle. It places a highly encrypted QR code 

we call a Trax Code onto a document or piece of identification. This Trax Code 

encapsulates an encrypted and unique serial number generated from our closed loop 

system.  

A person wanting to verify the document or ID simply downloads our scanner app 

available free on either Android or iOS mobile devices. The user registers and verifies their 

details and they can now validate the document or identification is authentic. 

To validate they simply scan the Trax Code. The meta data of the item scanned will then be 

displayed on the mobile device and a verified copy of the document complete with 

watermarks are sent directly to the device for viewing, and a copy is sent to the email 

address of the person scanning. 

There are variations of the document protection available where Trax Print can restrict the 

access to the information provided to a third party to ensure privacy but still verify the 

authenticity of the document. 

TRAX PRINT PRIVATE 

When the Trax Code on a private document like a tax assessment or pay slip is scanned, 

Trax Print can verify the document without sharing any private information with the third 

party trying to validate it. 

When the Trax Code is scanned, the scanner will ask for one or more pieces of information 

directly from the document or identification. The scanning party enter the information and 

submit it for confirmation. The system will then compare the supplied information to the 

meta data from the document. A response is sent back to the device indicating a YES or 

NO. A verified document is also sent to the scanner for clarification they can attach to their 

system as an auditable trail that verification has been completed. 

TRAX CHEQUE 

Trax Cheque places a Trax QR Code onto the physically printed cheque. The code is locked 

to the account holder, and after they write the cheque, they scan the Trax Code with the 

Trax Print app and input the details they have written on the cheque. This is then locked 

away by Trax Print. When the cheque is presented to the bank, the teller scans the Trax 

Code with their Trax Print app, and the locked values are displayed, confirming what is 

written on the cheque. If the values differ, then the cheque can be investigated as a forgery. 

TRAX PRESCRIPTION 

Like the abovementioned Trax Cheque, Trax Prescription places a Trax QR Code onto the 

physical prescription. After filling in the details, the medical practitioner then scans the 

Trax Code with their Trax Print app and fills in details including the Patient Name, the 
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Medication prescribed, the quantity of the medication, and the number of repeats issued, 

locking those values into the Trax Print platform. When the patient has the prescription 

filled the pharmacist will scan the Trax Code and received the locked details of the 

prescription. 

TRAX PRINT GEO 

Trax Print Geo allows both physical and digital documents to be redacted for privacy, and 

when scanned with a Trax Print app, and only in a specified GPS location, the redacted 

information is then displayed. This protects the information of the document holder to only 

be shown to people within a certain building. Perfect for archiving documentation that 

hold sensitive information. 

TRAX PRINT SECURE 

With the Trax Print secure solution, once a Trax Code is scanned the mobile app will 

request a PIN from the user. No document or meta data is transferred without a correct 

PIN being provided. 

This ensures that secure and confidential documents cannot be verified by a party that 

should not have access to the original. 

TRAX PRINT EXECUTE 

Trax Print Execute is a platform that is used for contract and agreement execution. Once 

the parties sign the document it is loaded into the Trax Print platform and sealed with a 

Trax Code. The execution of the document is then timestamped and stored to ensure the 

document can’t be changed after the fact. Any additional information, contract renewals, 

amendments through the term of the contract can be added to the original.  

Each addition will then have a Trax Code applied and timestamped into the system. When 

one of the codes are scanned from any part of the document the entire history is accessible 

to the scanning party. This give clarity and transparency to any transaction. A perfect 

freedom of information solution. 

TRAX PRINT REGTECH 

Documents that require signatures can be signed on via pen on printed documents or via 

electronic signature on electronic documents. With Trax Print RegTech a document can 

have a Trax Code inserted onto it, and the Trax Print scanner app can be used to sign a 

document whether it is a printed or electronic version. With Trax Print it makes no 

difference. 

Once a document has been scan signed by the interested parties it is executed and the Trax 

Codes used previously for signing the document can then be used to verify the document 

in the same way as the basic Trax Print system operates. 
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TRAX PRINT SCAN LOGIN 

Trax Print scan login allows a user to access any webpage fitted with the system to use 

their Trax Print scanner to access the site. The user is shown a Trax Code on the screen 

which they simply scan with their Trax Print app. As they are registered users, the system 

will recognize them and allow access. 

A PIN version is also available for additional security, and mobile version where the user 

simply taps the Trax Code on the screen, and it will open the Trax Print app on the device 

to submit the PIN or Trax Code information. The user will then simply return to the web 

page on the device to find they have logged in. 

This eliminates the need for username and password forms to login. These have been 

inherently the weakest point in a platform as there are numerous brute force hacking tools 

to crack passwords. This also eliminates the failure due to the publics lack of choosing 

secure enough passwords to protect their information. They will only need to have access 

to their mobile device and PIN. 
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Benefits 

Trax Print has been designed to protect mass information, therefore the pricing model 

makes it extremely affordable. 

The benefit of Trax Print is that it can protect both Printed and Digital medium from 

modification or fraud. Being a closed loop system, rather than a printed or digital 

standalone protection method, it is not possible to circumvent the protection as access to a 

document or ID creators account is restricted. 

The system is simple to use, and the app is free to download for all people wanting to 

validate the information they obtain. 

Target Market 

Trax Print’s target market is any government that produces identification for their citizens, 

any financial institution that transacts with clients that could be susceptible to fraud, and 

any company that produces documents including invoices and bills that are shared with 

clients or consumers. 

In summary our target market is wide ranging as we protect such a broad scope of 

documentation and identification. 
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Specifications 

Find several process flow examples of the Trax Print platform to get a general idea of how 

the operational function is competed. 
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Learn More 

Connect with us 

Facebook | LinkedIn  

Address 

Name:  Robert Ablinger, CTO 

Address: PO Box 23437 Docklands Victoria 8012 Australia 

Email: info@traxprint.com  

Website: www.traxprint.com  

Tel: +61 (0) 411544491 

 

This document defines the White Paper to be used for Trax Print Pty Ltd projects. 
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